Vista80 collaborative conference
Free-standing video center for group collaboration
Perfect for open plan spaces
Custom configurable for easy, intuitive video screen sharing

Vista80
collaborative
conference

Conference table top is 80 inches long; the width
tapers from 51” wide to 47.68” wide.

Freestanding video
support wall is a
combination of two
trapezoidal elements:
The back is 78” high and
tapers from 56” at the top
to 39” at the base;
The front is 74” high with
width flaring from 39” at
top to 60” base.

HuddleVu Switcher shown.
Your choice of technology may
be substituted and cutouts
customized for installation.

The table top can be
edged in PVC
or contoured polyurethane—
the look of wood, with a
comfortable edge (see cover).

Back of video wall may also
be used for a video support.

The back of the freestanding wall offers a 12” shelf to support the
use of tablet or laptop and connections to power and data.
The core of the freestanding wall is a wire-way
with 11.5” inside dimension, cleated together
with powder coated steel bars.

Video remote control and power switch can be
located on the side of the video wall.
The keel base wire way runs the length of the
table, providing easy access to small components
and cable connections

Lockable hatch access to the
keel and video wall.

Vista80

video wall dimensions
The Vista80 video wall is supported by the table top and
keel assembly so that it is a freestanding structure, permitting video display and conference table to be placed
anywhere in the space for use.
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The opposing trapezoid elements bring a sculptural
feeling that is dynamic, uplifting and stable.
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A separate area for separate study is provided by the
shelf on the rear wall.
The front wall is pre-drilled for video wall mount of
choice. The rear wall is not pre-drilled, but a second
video screen may be mounted there as desired.
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NOTICE: These drawings are the property of CBT Supply, Inc. dba SMARTdesks and contain proprietary information that is not to be used, except in the
consideration of bids or proposals tendered herewith. Reproductions or copying of these drawings, in whole or in part, is prohibited.

Vista80

table top dimensions
51.000

The Vista80 table top is 80 inches long, tapered in width
from 51” at the video wall, to 42” at the open end.
Cutouts are included for the HuddleVu-1000 for four users
and a single-user HuddleVu near the open end.
HuddleVu was selected for being integrated with Vista80
because of its intuitive user interface.
The Vista80 can be used with any technology choice and
cutouts can be made on a custom basis.
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keel and wall wire management
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It is possible to install the technology in the top
and create the cable bundles before the top is
installed to the keel and video wall.
The video wall has an inside width of 11.5” for
creating a wire way to video and power ports.
Power switch and remote control storage can be
located on the side for easy access.

NOTICE: These drawings are the property of CBT Supply, Inc. dba SMARTdesks and contain proprietary information that is not to be used, except in the
consideration of bids or proposals tendered herewith. Reproductions or copying of these drawings, in whole or in part, is prohibited.
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The Vista80 wire management keel has access
panels on the bottom that remove and attach
with cams and pins.
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